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My dear Pathwaysians, 

As we inch towards the end of the year 2020, the month of November was a rather straightforward &

focused one. The emphasis of the entire School was primarily on Academics, considering that the

Students of MYP & DP need to get geared up for their End of Semester Assessments early December.

 

The Students & the Teachers did get a one-week respite from the busy online Class schedules during the

mid-Term Break for ‘Deepawali’. Though the festival was celebrated on an extremely low key this year,

due to the surge caused by the deadly pandemic, it has given everyone time to slow down to value

relationships & to be thankful for even the smallest of blessings bestowed upon each one of us.

 

In their endeavour to make the festival of ‘Deepawali’ special for the underprivileged families & bringing a

smile on their faces too, Team PWS supported Wishes & Blessings, an NGO that we have been long

associated with, by donating 85 Kits, each of which comprised of daily ration commodities along with a

box of sweets. The contribution was made by the Staff by donating a part of their salaries for this

initiative.

 

We had an enthusiastic virtual combined Children’s Day celebration ensuring that the excitement which

comes with it is not missed out on just because we are not physically present in School. 

 

Hope the children & you had a safe festival season spending quality & quantity time with each other &

the immediate extended families & also making the most of your time bonding together.

Best wishes,

Sonya Ghandy Mehta

School Director
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MS. SONYA GHANDY MEHTA
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#kindness matters Conference 

Two students from PYP5 - Anshuman Nagpal , Ridhhi Khanna and 1 from MYP1, Ronit Mathew  shared their acts of

kindness on at the SDG Chaupal #KindnessMatters Conference held on 1 November which had participation of

many students from various other schools.  The theme of the Conference was "BE THE CHANGE THAT YOU WANT
TO SEE IN THE WORLD". Various eminent guest speakers enlightened the students with insightful information

about their journey and Acts of Kindness.  A Kahoot quiz was conducted on Sustainable Development Goals

Anshuman Nagpal won the first position in the Kahoot Quiz and Ridhhi Khanna won the 4th position . 

#Inter-school event - DPSI

Three students from the Primary School participated in the Wellness Edge Event conducted by DPSI Edge. The
focus of the event was to cultivate environmental well-being.

Samayra Yadav, Student of PYP 4B received a Certificate of Excellence for sharing her perspective on the topic
UBUNTU-‘I am, because you are’ through a digital poster. 

Ranveer, Student of PYP 5 received a ‘Letter of Encouragement’ in the category ‘Wasteline-Slimdown the use of
biodegradable’. He created a biodegradable wet waste bin bag that is cost effective, leakproof for 24 hours and
easy to make for domestic use. 

Yashika Anand from PYP 3 received a ‘Letter of Encouragement’ in the category‘ The Flower Power-scent of
sensibility’. She  created a flower by using the sustainable marble material (recycled paper) with  papier mache
technique.



On 15th of November the Going Global Club of SAI International School hosted a Round Square Conference on

the theme ‘A Step Forward: A Global Conversation on Mental Health’. The conference was designed according to

‘Internationalism’ and ‘Leadership’ as RS Ideals and had Dr. Harish Shetty, a renowned psychiatrist and Dr. Sriya

Bhattachrya, Ph.D. Psychology as the keynote speakers who inspired the student with their experiences and the

challenges owing to the current pandemic.  The students enjoyed the Barazza sessions and participated in

invigorating discussions on various issues. Each participating school presented their own interpretation and

perspective on the theme through cultural performances.

On the 21st November seven students from across the Middle School participated in the annual Singapore

International School Confluence based on the theme ‘Pioneers of the Indian subcontinent’. Participants from more

than 30 schools across India competed in different events which ranged from General Quiz to Speech Writing and

multi- format debates. With such a wide array of events, the students were geared to sharpen their research and

communication skills.  The effort made by the Pathways team was commendable given that some of the youngest

members were competing with older students in the same category of events on very complex topics. The event

was a fruitful enabling the students to explore various fields and utilize their time for gaining knowledge and

developing their communication skills.
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SAI International School Round Square Conference  

SIS Conference 2020 



Inter-School Math Quiz @ Vasant Valley School 

Anushka Roy and Arnav Aggarwal, MYP5, participated in the Sixteenth Annual Inter-School Math Quiz hosted by

Vasant Valley School on the 24th November.  Both Anushka and Arnav, who have always had a keen interest in the

subject, experienced the competitiveness of the event in its virtual setting and enjoyed their exposure to

stimulating and challenging questions. 
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Aspirations - College and Career Initiative by Middle School

Aspirations, a Middle School College and Career Advisory initiative was held on Monday, 23rd of November for the

Students and Parents of MYP 3 to MYP5. Five esteemed Universities, Yale-NUS University, North Western University

Qatar, Ashoka University, Narsee Monjee Institute of Management Studies and Shiv Nadar University participated.

The panelists from these Universities shared their perspective on the importance of building up the Student

profile and creating an ideal CV for college applications. The Q&A session after the main event also provided the

audience with additional information and guidance.  



On 24th of November, students from MYP3,

MYP4 and DP1, parents and teachers

attended an orientation webinar led by the

AFS representatives of India. AFS is an

international non-governmental non-profit

organization that provides intercultural

learning opportunities to help students

develop knowledge, skills. The

representatives showcased the range of

programs they offer on intercultural learning

and global competencies and also how they

can provide the students with an exposure

to living among different cultures. The

organization also helps students develop

skills such as language,communication,

exploration, flexibility, time-management,

decision making, conflict management etc.

The session was very rewarding in terms of

gaining knowledge about the wonderful

opportunities facilitated by AFS.
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AFS Orientation 

To celebrate the journey undertaken by each Student during the Climate Action Project 2020, Pathways World

School hosted the PWS Climate Action Conference on Saturday, 28th November. The Conference had participation of

students & teachers from different schools around the Globe who shared their collective experiences. The six weeks

project spearheaded by PWS, had more than 2,50,000 students from over 135 countries who participated with a

common mission towards Climate Change. The three keynote speakers,  Mr. D'arcy Lunn who was currently on a

cycling journey of over a 1000 kilometers participated en-route,  Master Ayush Chopra (Founder of SDGs For Children

joined the conference from Canada and Ms. Mehwish Kareem, joined the conference from Pakistan, shared about

their personal journeys and inspiring experiences. The conference ended with four of the youngest students of PWS

sharing their pledges for Climate Action.

Climate Action Change Conference 

Enjoy the glimpses to the Conference in the video below

https://pathwaysschool-my.sharepoint.com/:v:/g/personal/nina_mal_pathways_in/EfNI4xR_YxtEov-0T4n4O1sBBJNpxHd85N4wkYbcuf8qOQ?e=fhAoLx
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Children's Day celebrations go virtual!Children's Day celebrations go virtual!Children's Day celebrations go virtual!

Social distancing due to COVID19 was not an impediment to celebrating this special date and all the teachers

put together a wonderful performance for their students, virtually.  From dance preparations to short plays, a

plethora of activities was live-streamed by teachers by sharing the videos with the Students.  

Enjoy the glimpses to the performances by clicking on the images!

To celebrate the uniqueness and inclusion of the Dyslexia Awareness Month in October, the staff and a few

select students of the Music Department collaborated on a beautiful song from the movie Taare Zameen Par, a

Bollywood movie based on Dyslexia.   Enjoy their performance by clicking on the image below.

https://pathwaysschool-my.sharepoint.com/:f:/g/personal/devika_elvin_pathways_in/EnM9dCWSdjJCn_g4ZJ2hbEgBiYTQCHEQGlCG3w5wz7tPWQ?e=L9rxDx
https://pathwaysschool-my.sharepoint.com/:v:/g/personal/anuradha_mishra_pathways_in/EbZT3MK4M5FOnfpoNHbkKB8BuMpNv9IM97iiOxt4fEHN-A?e=6uOhmC
https://pathwaysschool-my.sharepoint.com/:v:/g/personal/k_kumar_pathways_in/ETdzF_epK65PiLF9JjwH8DkBF1cHtYeIHBjC5ra0nE-Omw?e=lsPOri
https://pathwaysschool-my.sharepoint.com/:v:/g/personal/nina_mal_pathways_in/EUGehoooAMlPn8lam8L9DwMBeULcasWEMM2X-eYVMwGOwQ?e=HfFxBS
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Kudos to Arya Garg, Tanisha Bhatnagar, Ada Sethi, Hrishita Mahajan, Khusshi Arora, Jhanavi Malhotra and Vedika

Kara for winning the Dance Category in WIRED 2000 – 7th Performing Arts Online Competition conducted by

Heritage Xperiential Learning School in October.  

Watch their scintilating performance in the video link below:

Rohan Gupta MYP 5 has added his name in PWS Young Authors Club by having his first book of poems
published.  The Book, the title of which is "Yeh Lamba Bhi Guzar Jayega' (This moment too shall pass)  is
an integration of his deep and profound thoughts!  

We wish him all the best for authoring many more books.

https://youtu.be/_2M9MY2GMJg
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Ms. Himanshu Agrawal,

Residence Parent, who pens

her thoughts beautifully into

poems, has had her first book

published recently.  The Book,

'INSIDE ME' is an occult and

heart touching anthology of

poems reflecting on the deep

meaning of life.  While reading,

each piece by the poet

provides a serene environment

to sail through the precious

time which is otherwise gone.

This book is available on Notion

Press & Amazon. 

Eshan Mehra, MYP1, continues to raise the School's flag high with his achievements in Cricket.  At this young age

he has already recevied many recognitions and awards in the sport.  

His recent achievement is scoring 152 in 89 balls and remaining not out till the end in a match held in Gurgaon on

28th November.   Many congratulations to Eshan and his parents! 



 Diwali is a beautiful festival. Lighting lamps, decorating house, cooking sumptuous sweets and snacks are the

highlights of this sparkling festival.  Keeping the true sense in mind, Virtual Diwali Celebration, Open House, and

Quiz were organised by different Residences. Parents and Students were invited whole-heartedly to be a part of

it. Children vented their feelings of missing the decoration of the Residences. Sauntering with their friends on

campus was, really, missed by the boarders. They were overwhelmed by seeing the efforts of the Residence

Parents.  The Boarders were enthusiastic about the celebrations even though these were virtual and took

initiatives in planning the event along with the Residence Parents.   They shared pictures of the Deepawali

decoration of their homes.  
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FROM THE BOARDING
DEEPAWALI 'VIRTUAL' CELEBRATIONS
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Rajveer Bedi of MYP1 celebrated

Diwali in a unique way. He

prepared chocolates and

distributed them to all the

frontline Corona warriors, as a

gesture of thanks.

Ripudaman Tyagi of MYP1 distributed warm clothes to

the workers and maids to keep up the spirit of

Deepawali .

G
re

en

initiatives 

Activities 
at a glan

ce!

Activities 
at a glan

ce!

Activities 
at a glan

ce!

On the World T .V . Day on

21st November , MYP4

boarders came to know

about the difference in

technology used in Old &

New televisions . and

played an emoticon quiz

in which they guessed

the movie based on

emoticons .
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‘Han and Colorado Full House Meet ’ was organized wherein online games were played by the

students and they enjoyed a lot . Topics were “BRAIN TEASERS” and “PUZZLES ON BOLLYWOOD

SONGS”.  

Guru Nanak Jayanti

 MYP4 boarders and Parents celebrated virtual Guru Nanak Dev’s Jayanti with complete enthusiasm. All

were in the divine feelings of God with the beats of Gurbani. Everyone listened the story of Guru Nanak

Dev with full concentration. In the end, they shared their views on the story seen.


